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On the feast of St. John Bosco I went to a Mass celebrated by a priest whose orthodoxy and  

good will are beyond doubt. And yet the liturgy was not beautiful. Why is the Mass so simplified so  
 
stripped of its beauty? No doubt ista Ecumenical Council and the interpretations etc. etc. ad nauseam  

vomitantem have done certain damage, but they did so only in so far as they permitted already  

existing forces to prosper. 

I do not intend to discuss the directly malignant forces that cause the uglification of the 

liturgy. What I want to explore is the shift, the revolution going on in the very core of western 

civilization that has made the beauty of the liturgy difficult to understand, even to those in love with 

the Eucharistic Savior.  

Politeness, the rule of living in society, is changing. The old politeness has at its center the 

idea of service. All the bowing, hand kissing, using plurals, lowering of eyes, indeed every action of a 

polite man of the old world, expresses service. The ideal of politeness was, and for certain aristocrats 

and farmers still is, the relation of servant to master. It is the politeness  of an aristocratic, hierarchical 

and Christian society. Society has changed long ago but the new politeness has been late in coming. 

The new politeness is open friendliness. The waitress who uses your first name and expects you to use 

hers is at the forefront of this revolution. The new ideal of politeness is found in the relation of 

brothers; it is fraternitè and egalitè. What the French revolution with its ‘citizen’, Quakerism with its 

informal ‘thou’ and Communism with the even more extreme ‘comrade’ tried to implant into 

common manners by main force, effecting only a superficial change, is finally taking root, growing, 

creeping up the walls. 

 Despite the evil origins of this politeness, it is not exactly the new politeness in itself that 

makes appreciating the beauty of the liturgy difficult. Frankness, openness, friendliness are not in 

themselves bad, the problem is that they make deference, reverence, holly fear seem unfriendly or 

even down right impolite. But deference, reverence and holly fear are precisely the correct, and 

consequently beautiful, reactions to Mystery and are precisely what characterize the liturgy.  


